Enjoy More Comfort in Activities at Home

Hingga 6 September 2021

**Fermoy**

- **2 seater sofa**
  - P65 x L100 x T94 cm
  - Rp 11,199,000
  - Rp 9,999,000

- **3 seater sofa**
  - P830 x L100 x T94 cm
  - Rp 13,999,000
  - Rp 11,199,000

**best offers**

- **Raulo 1-s Rocking Recliner Sofa**
  - P88 x L84 x T93 cm
  - Rp 13,999,000
  - Rp 11,199,000
  - Rp 5,999,000

*For Minimum Spend Rp 8 Million of Ashley Products*
Olsberg

- **1 seater sofa**
  - P110 x L97 x T93 cm
  - Rp 9.499.000
  - Rp 7.799.000

- **2 seater sofa**
  - P170 x L97 x T93 cm
  - Rp 11.499.000
  - Rp 10.199.000

- **3 seater sofa**
  - P228 x L97 x T93 cm
  - Rp 13.999.000
  - Rp 12.199.000

Belcampo

- **a. 2 seater sofa**
  - P160 x L86 x T100 cm
  - Rp 10.499.000
  - Rp 8.999.000

- **b. 3 seater sofa**
  - P212 x L86 x T100 cm
  - Rp 11.999.000
  - Rp 10.199.000

Tulen

- **a. 2 seater**
  - P160 x L86 x 1100 cm
  - Rp 9.499.000

- **b. 3 seater**
  - P212 x L86 x 1100 cm
  - Rp 11.999.000
Accompany Family Relax Time
Hadirkan kenyamanan lebih di ruang tamu untuk temani saat bersantai keluarga dengan furnitur elegan bergaya American Modern Classic.

**Darcy**
- **sectional sofa**
  - P220 x L160 x T97 cm
  - Rp 7.999.000

**Coralayne**
- **accent chair**
  - P55 x L70 x T78 cm
  - Rp 1.499.000

**Breegin**
- **end table**
  - P57 x L34 x T60 cm
  - Rp 999.000

**Honnally**
- **accent chair**
  - P55 x L70 x T78 cm
  - Rp 1.499.000

**coffee table**
- P23 x L38 x T151 cm
  - Rp 4.899.000

**end table**
- P16 x L66 x T67 cm
  - Rp 2.499.000

**console table**
- P25 x L99 x T77 cm
  - Rp 3.899.000
Warm & Homey Dining Time

**Freimore**

- a. **dining table**
  - P122 x L76 x H77 cm
  - Rp 2,699,000

- b. **4 dining chairs**
  - P46 x L36 x T46 cm
  - Rp 4,499,000/Set

**Gately series**

- **console table**
  - P120 x L44 x T81 cm
  - Rp 2,899,000

**Rollynx**

- a. **coffee table**
  - P122 x L62 x T48 cm
  - Rp 3,399,000/Set

- b. **2 end tables**
  - P58 x L55 x T62 cm
  - Rp 4,999,000

**Raehurst**

- a. **dining table**
  - P225 x L105 x T77 cm
  - Rp 6,199,000

- b. **dining chair**
  - P48 x L50 x T99 cm
  - Rp 1,499,000/Pc

- c. **server cabinet**
  - P148 x L43 x T78 cm
  - Rp 4,999,000

Must Have

- Rp 7,999,000
- Rp 6,199,000
- Rp 1,999,000
- Rp 1,499,000
- Rp 6,499,000
- Rp 4,999,000
- Rp 5,299,000
- Rp 2,699,000
- Rp 4,199,000
- Rp 3,399,000/Set
- Rp 5,499,000
- Rp 4,499,000/Set
Easy & Enjoyable Sleep

Rasakan sensasi istirahat lebih mudah dan nyenyak dengan perpaduan sempurna kebutuhan lengkap kamar tidur dari matras INFORMA Sleep dan set furnitur kamar dari Ashley.

**Woodanville**

*also avail. P160, P180, P200 cm*

- **a. bed king**
  - P195 x L216 x T150 cm
  - **Rp 7,199,400**

- **b. chest of drawer**
  - P90 x L44 x T122 cm
  - **Rp 5,099,400**

- **c. night stand**
  - P56 x L40 x T70 cm
  - **Rp 2,099,400**

- **a. euro top**
  - P180 x L200 x T29cm
  - **also avail.**

- **b. pillow top**
  - P180 x L200 x T33cm
  - **also avail.**

- **Mattress**
  - P120 x L200 x T30 cm
  - **Start From Rp 12,999,400**
  - **also avail. P160, P180, P200 cm**

**Anniversary firm**

- **Santa fe pillow top**
  - P120 x L200 x T36 cm
  - **Start From Rp 15,999,400**
  - **also avail. P160, P180, P200 cm**

**Mattress**

- **a. euro top**
  - P180 x L200 x T329cm
  - **Rp 7,209,300**

- **b. pillow top**
  - P180 x L200 x T33cm
  - **Rp 8,259,300**
Seri Premium dari Ashley yang menghadirkan set furnitur lengkap untuk ruang tamu, kamar tidur, dan ruang makan di rumah, dalam berbagai style dari modern hingga klasik.

**Luxora**

sectional sofa
P392 x L250 x T85 cm
Rp 51.999.000

**FREE**

ottoman

**Hettinger**

a. 1 seater sofa
P83 x L95 x T82 cm
Rp 8.999.000

b. 2 seater sofa
P142 x L95 x T82 cm
Rp 13.999.000

c. 3 seater sofa
P204 x L95 x T82 cm
Rp 14.999.000
Demarlos Series

- **dining table extend**
  - P220 x L97 x T77 cm
  - Rp 13.599.000

- **dining table**
  - P160 x L97 x T77 cm
  - Rp 7.999.000

- **dining chair**
  - P51 x L45 x T100 cm
  - Rp 3.599.000/Pc

- **server cabinet**
  - P135 x L49 x T87 cm
  - Rp 12.399.000

---

San Carlo

- **bed king**
  - P198 x L220 x T153 cm
  - Rp 15.599.000

- **night stand**
  - P56 x L46 x T69 cm
  - Rp 4.499.000

- **drawer**
  - P53 x L50 x T115 cm
  - Rp 12.299.000

- **chest of drawer**
  - P98 x L47 x T133 cm
  - Rp 10.999.000